HFG ‘Print Your Bill’ Tutorial
There are times when statements that include diagnoses are needed, such as when submitting to an insurance company
for out of network reimbursement; and there are times when including diagnoses provides unnecessary detail, such as
when maintaining statements for tax purposes. We are pleased to be able to provide you with both options, accessible
to you 24/7, 365 days a year (something that can be helpful at the end of the year when preparing your taxes).
Below are instructions with screen shots of a sample patient to help guide you through the process. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to reach out to us at (888) 715-1120 and a member of our team can assist you in
navigating the system.

1. Log into the Patient Portal at https://hfgintouch.insynchcs.com/
2. Once you are at the home screen, you have three billing options. By clicking either ‘Billing’ in the left menu, or
‘View Statement’ on the bottom right, you will be directed to the ‘Billing’ homepage. You also have the option
to quick-pay your bill by clicking ‘ePayNow.’

3. The billing homepage will automatically start with a copy of your most recent statement. This is the main
statement, and for the purpose of protecting your privacy, this statement does not include diagnoses codes. You
have three options in the left menu: ‘My Statement’ will give you the most recent statement; ‘Ledger’ gives you
the option to both view previous statements as well as print customizable statements with the diagnoses codes;
and ‘Online Payment Log’ will show you your payment history.

4. Selecting ‘Ledger’ will take you to a page where you will be able to view a customizable statement that includes
diagnoses codes.
a. (1) Select the service dates that you would like to view.
b. (2) Clicking ‘Search’ to view available dates of service.

5. (1) Expand the available selections to see the diagnoses codes for a particular statement (you may print the
statement without expanding the selection if you prefer to not have diagnoses codes on your statement). (2)
Select the line items you would like to print. (3) Print the statement.

6. You now have a statement that includes everything needed to submit to insurance for out of network benefits –
(1) Date of Service, (2) CPT Code, (3) Diagnoses Codes, (4) Provider info, and (5) Amount Billed.

